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ComorbidityPosttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and mild traumatic brain injury (mTBI) in military personnel is increas-
ing dramatically following the OEF/OIF conﬂicts and is associated with alterations to brain structure. The
present study examined the relationship between PTSD and cortical thickness, and its possible modiﬁcation
by mTBI, in a 104-subject OEF/OIF veteran cohort ranging in age from 20 to 62 years. For each participant,
two T1-weighted scans were averaged to create high-resolution images for calculation of regional cortical
thickness. PTSD symptoms were assessed using the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) and scores
were derived based on the previous month's symptoms (“current”) and a Cumulative Lifetime Burden of
PTSD (CLB-P) reﬂecting the integral of CAPS scores across the lifetime. Mild TBI was diagnosed using the
Boston Assessment of TBI-Lifetime (BAT-L). Results demonstrated a clear negative relationship between cur-
rent PTSD severity and thickness in both postcentral gyri and middle temporal gyri. This relationship was
stronger and more extensive when considering lifetime burden (CLB-P), demonstrating the importance of
looking at trauma in the context of an individual's lifetime, rather than only at their current symptoms. Finally,
interactions with current PTSD only and comorbid current PTSD andmTBI were found in several regions, imply-
ing an additive effect of lifetime PTSD and mTBI on cortical thickness.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA license.1. Introduction
Some veterans of Operations Enduring and Iraqi Freedom (OEF/
OIF) return from deployment with severe and debilitating conditions
attributed to physical and psychological traumas experienced in
theater, speciﬁcally posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and mild
traumatic brain injury (mTBI). PTSD refers to the clinical constellation
of symptoms that fall into three clusters: re-experiencing, avoidance,
and hyperarousal (Malloy et al., 1983). Symptoms can vary widely, be
difﬁcult to treat, and be functionally debilitating (Buckley et al., 2000;
Rubin et al., 2008; Vasterling and Verfaellie, 2009). More than 20% of
returning OEF/OIF military personnel present with PTSD (Hoge et al.,
2004), much higher than the 6% reported in the civilian population
(Kessler et al., 2005), and this prevalence is increasing (Atkinson et
al., 2009).Boston Healthcare System, 150
7 364 2946.
(W.P. Milberg).
nc. Open access under CC BY-NC-SA licThe core clinical characteristics of PTSD (i.e., re-experiencing, avoid-
ance, and hyperarousal Malloy et al., 1983), as well as early evidence of
the abnormal metabolism of stress hormones (Mason et al., 1986),
seem to implicate an underlying disorder of the central nervous system.
Early ﬁndings of hippocampal volume reductions in patients with
combat-related PTSD (Bremner et al., 1995) led to many studies that
sought to determine the role of this structure in the development of
the symptomatology of PTSD. Additionally, other studies have reported
volumetric alterations in amygdala (Karl et al., 2006), anterior cingulate
(Woodward et al., 2006; Yamasue et al., 2003) and cerebellum (De Bellis
and Kuchibhatla, 2006). Findings pertaining to PTSD-associated structur-
al changes are discrepant, however, with several studies reporting nega-
tive ﬁndings (Fennema-Notestine et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2006;
Yehuda et al., 2007).
To date, no studies have examined the cumulative effect that PTSD
may have on cortical thickness. Thus, the primary goals of the present
study were to ﬁrst examine the effect of a current PTSD diagnosis, and
then the effect of a lifetime burden of PTSD on cortical thickness in a
large group of OEF/OIF veterans. A previous study found correlations
with gray matter reduction and lifetime trauma load using a trauma
questionnaire tomeasure lifetime load (Nardo et al., 2010), and another
found reduced volume of cortical and subcortical structureswith higher
current PTSD symptoms as well as a higher childhood trauma loadense.
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PTSD symptoms (i.e., prior month), and a measure of lifetime PTSD
symptoms we refer to as Cumulative Lifetime Burden of PTSD (CLB-P)
in an attempt to capture the effect of cumulative burden on brain
structure.
The secondary goal was to examine how comorbid mTBI would im-
pact the observed relationships between stress symptoms and brain
structure. Non-penetrating concussive mTBI is another common insult
in OEF/OIF veterans, with estimates of 15–20% sustaining a probable
mTBI during deployment (Belanger et al., 2009; Hoge et al., 2008;
Vasterling et al., 2006). In addition, mTBI is known to contribute to
PTSD, and many of their symptoms are overlapping (Ishibe et al.,
2009). Therefore, it is possible that mTBI causes similar neural changes
as traumatic stress, or thatmTBI contributes to a neural environment in
which the brain ismore vulnerable to traumatic stress. The comorbidity
of PTSD and mTBI is strikingly common in the OEF/OIF veteran popula-
tion. A prior study found that 43.9% of OEF/OIF veterans who experi-
enced an mTBI with loss-of-consciousness also met criteria for PTSD,
compared to only 9.1% meeting criteria for PTSD with no mTBI (Hoge
et al., 2008). Consequently, consideration of mTBI is important when
examining the impact of PTSD on brain structure. Evidence of structural
brain changes in individuals with mTBI is also inconsistent, with some
studies failing to document signiﬁcant changes (Johnson et al., 2012;
Tate et al., 2012).
Given the inconsistent ﬁndings regarding the regional effects of
both PTSD and mTBI, we adopted a robust whole-brain approach to
our analysis. We predicted that individuals with a positive diagnosis
of PTSD would show a reduction in cortical thickness when compared
to a control group of veterans who were deployed and exposed to
trauma, but did not develop PTSD nor did they incur an mTBI
(deployed controls). We further predicted that this reduction would
correlate with PTSD severity. Speciﬁcally, given prior ﬁndings of
PTSD and brain structure, we predicted reductions in areas of the lim-
bic system, including the anterior cingulate and temporal lobe. In ad-
dition, we hypothesized that our measure of Cumulative Lifetime
Burden of PTSD, CLB-P, would show stronger negative associations
with cortical thickness. Since few studies have examined the impact
of the comorbidity of PTSD and mTBI on the brain, our predictions
for these interactions were less clear. Given the known psychological
effects of multiple mTBIs, we expected that the presence of mTBI
would exacerbate any effects seen due to PTSD.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Participants
One hundred and four service members enrolled in The Transla-
tional Research Center for TBI and Stress Related Disorders (TRACTS),
a Veterans Administration (VA) Rehabilitation Research and Develop-
ment (RR&D) supported TBI Center of Excellence (CoE) at VA Boston
Healthcare System, were included in this study. Participants had been
deployed on at least one OEF/OIF tour and were recruited from
throughout the Boston Metropolitan area through outreach at YellowTable 1
Demographics for all subjects and the two diagnosis groups, for both “full” and “lifetime” gr
ministered PTSD Scale; OEF/OIF = Operation Enduring Freedom/Operation Iraqi Freedom;
Age Gender (M/F) Current CAPS scor
All subjects (n = 104/n = 85) 33.70 (0.94)/
33.84 (1.00)
(90/14)/(73/12) 49.90 (2.93)/
51.08 (3.10)
Control (n = 39/n = 30) 35.49 (1.65)/
35.43 (1.69)
(34/5)/(26/4) 21.10 (2.31)/
21.33 (2.80)
PTSD (n = 65/n = 55) 32.63 (1.11)/
32.96 (1.24)
(56/9)/(47/8) 68.38 (2.46)/
67.31 (2.65)
⁎ Values divided by 1000.Ribbon and other military-associated events. Individuals were ex-
cluded from participation in TRACTS if they had a history of serious
illness outside of the study conditions including history of seizures,
cerebrovascular accident, myocardial infarction, diabetes, current ac-
tive suicidal and/or homicidal ideation, intent, or plan requiring crisis
intervention, current DSM-IV diagnosis of bipolar disorder, schizo-
phrenia, or any other psychotic disorder (except psychosis NOS due
to trauma-related hallucinations), or cognitive disorder due to gener-
al medical condition other than TBI. For each participant, a wide range
of information was collected on his or her health, daily lifestyle, and
deployment history, which are shown in Table 1.
Out of our 104 participants, 85 had experienced a traumatic event
and/or exhibited symptoms of trauma exposure prior to deployment,
and so this subset of the sample was used in the CLB-P analyses
(Fig. 1). PTSD symptoms and TBI exposure were assessed through
the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS) (Blake et al., 1995)
and the Boston Assessment of TBI-Lifetime (BAT-L) (Fortier et al.,
2012; Morra et al., 2011), respectively, and individuals were assigned
to one of two groups based on these data as described in Table 1. We
will adopt the conventions “full” and “lifetime” as referring to the full
subject group of 104 participants and the subset of 85 participants for
whom lifetime data was available, respectively.
Deployed Control Group (n = 39/full, n = 30/lifetime): These in-
dividuals were deployed on at least one OEF/OIF tour and exposed
to trauma during combat, but did not meet criteria for current
PTSD or for a deployment-related TBI.
PTSD Group (n = 65/full, n = 55/lifetime): These individuals were
deployed on at least oneOEF/OIF tour andmetDSM-IV criteria for cur-
rent PTSD. Twenty-nine of these individuals incurred a deployment-
related TBI. The inﬂuence of deployment-related mTBI was examined
in secondary subgroup analyses to determine whether comorbid
mTBI inﬂuenced the association between stress symptoms and brain
structure.
2.2. Clinical assessment
2.2.1. PTSD
The presence and severity of PTSD were assessed using the CAPS.
The CAPS is a semi-structured clinical interview used to evaluate the
DSM-IV Criteria for PTSD. Participants are asked to identify if they were
exposed to an event that was associated with either threat to life, a seri-
ous injury, or a threat to physical integrity (i.e., A1 Criteria) and if they
reacted to the event with feelings of intense fear, helplessness, or horror
(i.e., A2 Criteria). The CAPS also contains 17 questions that evaluate the
frequency and intensity of re-experiencing (Criteria B), avoidance
(Criteria C), and hyperarousal symptoms (Criteria D). Participants are
queried about the frequency (on a scale of 0 (“never”) to 4 (“daily or
almost every day”)) and intensity (0 (“none”) to 4 (“extreme, incapaci-
tating distress, cannot dismissmemories, unable to continue activities”))
for each of the possible symptoms. A total score of PTSD symptom sever-
ity is also derived from the CAPS (min score = 0, max = 136). Theoups. Values provided are mean and standard error of the mean. CAPS = Clinician Ad-
CLB-P = Cumulative Lifetime Burden of PTSD; LDH = Lifetime Drinking History.
e Years of education Total length of OEF/OIF
deployments (months)
CLB-P LDH total⁎
13.61 (0.17)/
13.54 (0.18)
13.18 (6.87)/12.42 (6.18) (n/a)/952.57
(82.35)
9.09 (0.99)/
9.33 (1.16)
13.95 (0.29)/
14.00 (0.34)
13.69 (7.17)/13.16 (6.43) (n/a)/567.17
(87.54)
8.02 (1.48)/
7.79 (1.65)
13.40 (0.21)/
13.29 (0.20)
12.87 (6.71)/12.01 (6.05) (n/a)/1162.8
(108.34)
9.77 (1.34)/
10.23 (1.22)
Fig. 1. Group assignments and subject selection process for different stages of analyses.
Fig. 2. Visual representation of how Cumulative Lifetime Burden of PTSD (CLB-P) score
is calculated. The score is determined as the area under the curve created by CAPS
scores from pre-deployment, post-deployment, and current trauma symptoms,
which are plotted against their respective ages. Age of ﬁrst trauma and current age
are used as boundaries for area (see Appendix A for formula).
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(Blake et al., 1995). Participants were diagnosed with PTSD if they met
DSM-IV-TR criteria. Diagnoses were made using a standard scoring rule
(rule of 3), such that for a given symptom to count toward diagnosis,
the participant must score at least a 1 for frequency and a 2 for intensity.
PTSD diagnosis was ultimately conﬁrmed via consensus conference.
2.2.2. A Cumulative Lifetime Burden for PTSD
A CLB-P score was derived in an attempt to quantify the cumulative
effects of PTSD across and individual's lifetime. We do not purport that
this score necessarily reﬂects the biological severity of trauma, but it al-
lows us to quantify the psychological burden across an individual's life-
time. This is strengthened by evidence that prior exposure to trauma is
one of the highest risk factors for developing PTSD from a current trau-
matic event (Breslau, 2002; Breslau and Peterson, 2010; Brewin et al.,
2000; Cougle et al., 2009). Three CAPS scores anchored to separate
time periods were used to calculate the CLB-P. The ﬁrst time point
corresponded to the very ﬁrst month prior to deployment that the par-
ticipant endorsed exposure to a Criteria A1 event accompanied by a
Criteria A2 reaction. As mentioned, 85 individuals in our sample met
these criteria; these individuals comprised our “lifetime” subgroup.
The second time point corresponded to the month post-deployment
during which trauma symptoms were the worst. The third time point
reﬂected symptom severity over the past month (i.e., current). Separate
CAPS scores were calculated for each of these pre and post-deployment
time periods, in addition to a current CAPS score. Age-score combina-
tions were plotted linearly as three points in an x–y coordinate system;
the CLB-P score was then calculated as the total area beneath the curve,
taken as the addition of two deﬁnite integrals. Fig. 2 demonstrates how
CLB-P was determined. Eq. (1) in Appendix A mathematically demon-
strates how CLB-P is calculated. History of TBI was not accounted for
in the CLB-P calculation. Additionally, the CLB-P is different from
existing measures of lifetime PTSD such as the Traumatic Antecedents
Questionnaire (TAQ) and the Trauma History Questionnaire (THQ)which have been implemented in other studies of brain structure and
lifetime PTSD (Herringa et al., 2012; Nardo et al., 2010). The THQ is a
self-administered measure and uses only 24 questions in assessing life-
time trauma (Green, 1996; Hooper et al., 2011), whereas the CLB-P ad-
ministers the CAPS for three independent time points, for a total of 90
questions. The TAQ is weighted towards childhood traumas (Herman
et al., 1989), which loses the speciﬁcity that the CLB-P captures by
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erbation of symptoms at the current time.
2.2.3. mTBI
The BAT-L is an assessment of blast and blunt force TBI across the
lifetime (Fortier et al., 2012). Criteria are evaluated through a structured
clinical interview using open–ended questions of symptoms. Injuries
are graded (mild stage I, II, III; moderate; severe) according to a hybrid
classiﬁcation system that takes loss of consciousness, altered mental
state, and peri-traumatic amnesia into account. This measure is not
based on independent medical documentation, but is self-report. Infor-
mation on the number of TBIs, the nature by which they were incurred,
and their severity was collected for pre-deployment, post-deployment,
and current time periods. Note that these events do not necessarily cor-
respond to the psychologically traumatic events collected during the
CAPS interview. Ninety-six percent of participants with TBI had only
mTBI. Only 4 TBIs were moderate and 1 severe in the sample, and all 5
of these TBIs of higher severity occurred pre-deployment. There was a
good correspondence between the BAT-L assessment scores and the
validatedOhio State TBI AssessmentMethod (Morra et al., 2011). TBI di-
agnosis was ultimately conﬁrmed via consensus conference.
2.2.4. Lifetime Drinking History (LDH)
Alcohol consumption is a common comorbidity of PTSD which can
affect brain structure (Fortier et al., 2011). We therefore examined the
inﬂuence of alcohol consumption on measures of interest using the
LDH scale (Skinner and Sheu, 1982). The LDH is a structured interview
to quantify frequency, amount, and duration of alcohol consumption
during various phases of an individual's life and aggregates this infor-
mation to yield lifetime consumption measures.
2.3. MRI acquisition
Two whole-brain high-resolution T1-weighted MPRAGE (T1 =
1000 ms, TR = 2.53 s, TE = 3.32 ms, ﬂip angle = 7°, slice thick-
ness = 1.0 mm, 256 slices, FOV = 256 × 256 mm) images were
acquired for each individual on a Siemens 3 T TIM Trio scanner with a
12-channel head coil at the VA Medical Center in Boston, Massachusetts.
These two images were averaged for each participant to create a single
image volume with high contrast-to-noise. Total imaging time was
approximately six minutes for each MPRAGE scan.
2.4. Image analysis
MRI images were processed to create individualized models of each
participant's cortical mantle through the cortical reconstruction proce-
dure in the FreeSurfer image analysis suite, which is documented and
freely available for download online (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.
edu/). The technical details of these procedures are described in prior
publications (Brands et al., 2006; Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale,
2000; Fischl et al., 1999a, 2001, 2002, 2004a, 2004b). Brieﬂy, this pro-
cessing ﬁrst involves motion correction and averaging of the two volu-
metric T1-weighted images, removal of non-brain tissue using a hybrid
watershed/surface deformations procedure (Segonne et al., 2004), au-
tomated Talairach transformation, intensity normalization (Sled et al.,
1998), tessellation of the gray matter white matter boundary, automat-
ed topology correction (Fischl et al., 2001; Segonne et al., 2007), and
surface deformation following intensity gradients to optimally place
the gray/white and gray/CSF borders at the location where the greatest
shift in intensity deﬁnes the transition to the other tissue class (Dale et
al., 1999; Fischl andDale, 2000). Surface inﬂation and spherical registra-
tion procedures based on the matching of cortical folding patterns
across individuals were used for group-based analyses (Fischl et al.,
1999a, 1999b). Cortical thickness was computed as the closest distance
from the gray matter/white matter boundary to the gray matter/
cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) boundary at each vertex on the tessellatedsurface (Fischl and Dale, 2000). In FreeSurfer the cortical surface
boundaries are occasionally slightly misplaced with regard to the
boundary of the gray matter/white matter and/or gray matter/CSF
border and occasionally need to be manually edited for very small
adjustments. Due to this, cortical models are checked slice-by-slice
throughout the entire brain image to assure that surfaces are appro-
priately placed at the gray/white and gray/CSF border (EL). Thick-
ness data was smoothed using a circularly symmetric Gaussian
kernel across the surfacewith a standard deviation of 20 mm. The re-
liability of obtaining cortical thickness measurements from MRI
scans has been well documented in several instances (Dickerson et
al., 2008; Han et al., 2006; Jovicich et al., 2009).
2.5. Statistical analysis
Analyses consisted of vertex-wise general linear models of the asso-
ciation between cross-sectional PTSD scores and thickness across the
cortical mantle. A vertex refers to the spatial point of measurement res-
olution on the cortical surfacemaps, and vertex-wise analysis refers to a
statistical analysis at each vertex. Statistical correction for multiple
comparisons was performed using a Monte Carlo simulation-based
clusterwise procedure to determine the distribution of the maximum
cluster size under the null hypothesis as described previously (Hagler
et al., 2006). Five thousand iterations of simulation were performed
for each comparison, using a threshold of p = 0.05 and a full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) of 20 for each analysis. All signiﬁcance maps
shown on cortical surfaces here have beenmasked to show only the re-
gions that survived correction formultiple comparisons. Descriptions of
all seven vertex-wise general linearmodel analyses are given in Table 1
of the Supplementary material.
2.6. ROI creation and statistical analysis
Regions of interest (ROIs) were created based on regions showing
a signiﬁcant effect in the whole-brain analyses comparing groups,
CAPS score, and CLB-P to cortical thickness. Maps were corrected
for multiple comparisons and thresholded at p b 0.05. Labels were
created from clusters of adjacent signiﬁcant voxels, and these labels
were used as ROIs in separate independent analyses to look at poten-
tial interactions. For ROI-based analyses, the mean thickness within
the ROI was calculated for each subject and used as a dependent
variable. The chosen ROIs are a representative sample of all of the
potential regions of interest from our general linear model analyses.
Similar associations with cortical thickness, CAPS, and CLB-P were
seen in all signiﬁcant areas. The primary goal of the ROI-based anal-
yses was to show the distribution of the effects in regions showing
associations or group differences. The secondary goal was to test
the hypothesis that CLB-P is a stronger predictor of cortical thick-
ness, even in regions that are deﬁned by current PTSD symptoms.
To test this hypothesis we conducted Steiger's Z-tests on the signiﬁ-
cant correlations between CLB-P and thickness, and CAPS and
thickness.
Separate independent analyses were run within ROIs using a stan-
dard least squares regression. Cross-sectional PTSD scores were used
as independent variables, and mean thickness within the ROI was
used as the dependent variable. Our ﬁnal analysis (Analysis 6) looked
at interactions with CLB-P and subgroups of participants that were
created from the group that had current PTSD as well as a lifetime
trauma history (n = 55). These subgroups were classiﬁed by either
having current PTSD and a comorbid mTBI (n = 29) or having only
current PTSD (n = 26), and were created to determine the effect
that mTBI may have on individuals with current and lifetime PTSD
symptoms. For these regressions with an interaction term, the inter-
action of group assignment and cross-sectional PTSD score was also
entered as an independent variable.
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3.1. Group differences for current PTSD diagnosis — Analysis 1
Demographics for the entire sample are reported in Table 1. Unpaired
two-sample t-tests revealed no group differences in age (t(102) = 1.48,
p = 0.1405), years of education (t(102) = 1.54, p = 0.1266) or LDH
total (t(102) = −0.82, p = 0.4120). Pearson's chi-squared test
revealed no signiﬁcant group differences in gender (C2(1, N = 104) =
0.022, p = 0.88). As expected, groups differed on current CAPS score
(t(102) = −13.52, p b 0.0001), and subgroups with a pre-deployment
trauma history (n = 85) differed signiﬁcantly with regard to CLB-P
(t(83) = −3.71, p b 0.0001).
Cortical thickness comparisons between the PTSD andDeployed Con-
trol groups are presented in Fig. 3a. A speciﬁc list of all brain structures
showing signiﬁcantly reduced thickness is presented in Table 2 of the
Supplementary material. Two ROIs were created from this analysis: the
left and right postcentral gyri. Raw and age-adjusted mean thickness
values are plotted in Fig. 4. Unpaired two-sample t-tests revealed signif-
icantly reduced thickness for the PTSD group in the left hemisphere (LH)
insular ROI (t(102) = 2.2892, p b 0.0241) as well as the right hemi-
sphere (RH) postcentral ROI (t(102) = 2.3647, p b 0.0199). These sig-
niﬁcant differences remained when controlling for age: LH insular ROI
(t(102) = 3.2737, p b 0.0014); RH postcentral ROI (t(102) = 2.9743,
p b 0.0037).
3.2. Cortical thickness associations with current CAPS score — Analysis 2
Associations between current CAPS score and cortical thickness in
the entire sample (n = 104) are presented in Fig. 3b; these results are
adjusted for age andmultiple comparisons. Most regions of signiﬁcance
were similar to those found in the group analysis (Analysis 1). A speciﬁc
list of all brain structures showing signiﬁcantly reduced thickness is
presented in Table 2 of the Supplementary material. Two ROIs were
extracted from this analysis, encompassing the right and left postcentral
gyri. Two simple linear regression analyseswere conducted to separate-
ly determine the effects of CAPS score and CLB-P score onmean cortical
thicknesswithin each of these ROIs. The CLB-P analyseswere conducted
only in the lifetime subgroup (n = 85). Table 2 (rows 1 and 2) presents
the results of these analyses, and Fig. 5a and b present scatterplots of
these associations. We note that the statistical values for the associa-
tions with CAPS score are biased to be regions showing the greatest
association. Although this bias exists, the goal of these ROI-based
analyses was to test the hypothesis that CLB-P is a stronger predictor
of cortical thickness, even in regions that are deﬁned by current PTSD
symptoms. Steiger's Z-test revealed a z of 1.26 (p b 0.21) and a z of
0.29 (p b 0.76) for the left and right ROIs, respectively, indicating that
the thickness values in these regionswere not more strongly correlated
with CAPS score or CLB-P.
3.3. Cortical thickness associations with current CAPS score in individuals
with PTSD — Analysis 3
We then examined the association between CAPS score and cortical
thickness only in individuals with a current PTSD diagnosis (n = 65);
these results are presented in Fig. 3c. We conducted this analysis to de-
termine if the low CAPS scores seen in theDeployed Control groupwere
causing the effects on thickness to bemore stronglyweighted in one di-
rection, and whether or not the effects would still be seen in a smaller
range of CAPS scores. Areas of reduced thickness were generally consis-
tent with those found in the whole group (n = 104), except for the
right postcentral gyrus, which did not emerge as signiﬁcant in this anal-
ysis. The following ROIs were extracted from these corrected maps:
portions of left pre and post-central gyri, and portions of the right dorsal
precentral and superior frontal gyri. Two simple linear regressions
were then conducted to determine the effects of CAPS and CLB-P scoreson cortical thickness within these ROIs; the CLB-P analyses were
conducted in the lifetime subgroup of participants with current PTSD
(n = 55). Fig. 5c and d show the negative association between both
CAPS and CLB-P scores and the mean cortical thickness values in each
of these regions. Statistical values for these two regions are reported
in rows 3 and 4 of Table 2. Steiger's Z-test revealed a z of 1.30
(p b 0.19) and a z of 2.32 (p b 0.02) for the right and left ROIs, respec-
tively, indicating that in the left insular ROI the correlation with thick-
ness and CLB-P was stronger than that with current CAPS score.
3.4. Cortical thickness associations with CLB-P — Analysis 4a & b
Associations between CLB-P and cortical thickness in our lifetime
subgroup (n = 85) are presented in Fig. 3d. These results are statistical-
ly corrected for multiple comparisons. A speciﬁc list of all brain struc-
tures showing signiﬁcantly reduced thickness is presented in Table 2
of the Supplementary material. ROIs were created in the left insula
and the right dorsal postcentral gyrus. Two simple linear regression
analyses were conducted to determine the effects of CAPS and CLB-P
scores on mean cortical thickness within each ROI. Fig. 5e and f present
scatterplots of these associations. Statistical values are reported in rows
5 and 6 of Table 2. Steiger's Z-test revealed a z of 0.60 (p b 0.54) and a z
of 0.11 (p b 0.92) for the left and right ROIs, respectively, indicating that
in these regions neither current CAPS score nor CLB-P was a stronger
predictor of thickness. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test determined that
the distributions of per-vertex signiﬁcance values between the CAPS
score analysis (Analysis 2) and the CLB-P analysis (Analysis 4a) were
signiﬁcantly different (K–S = 0.0383, p = 4.28e−24), demonstrating
that the distribution of signiﬁcant vertices was greater in Analysis 4a
than in Analysis 2.
We then performed the same analysis with CLB-P in the same group
of 85 subjects, but also controlling for current CAPS score. Surface maps
of the signiﬁcant regions are shown in Fig. 3e, results are statistically
corrected for multiple comparisons. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test deter-
mined that the distributions of per-vertex signiﬁcance values between
Analysis 4a and Analysis 4b were signiﬁcantly different (K–S = 0.0824,
p = 5.05e−162), demonstrating that the distribution of signiﬁcant ver-
tices was greater in Analysis 4b than in Analysis 4a (See Supplementary
material, Fig. 1).
3.5. Cortical thickness associations with CLB-P in individuals with PTSD
— Analysis 5
An additional analysis focused only on the subset of individuals with
both current and lifetime PTSD (n = 55); these results are presented in
Fig. 3f. A speciﬁc list of all brain structures showing signiﬁcantly re-
duced thickness is presented in Table 2 of the Supplementary material.
ROIs were extracted from both hemispheres following correction for
multiple comparisons; the left hemisphere ROI contained portions of
the insula, pars triangularis, and lateral orbitofrontal gyrus; the right
ROI contained portions of the middle precentral and middle frontal
gyri. The simple linear regressions described above were repeated for
these two ROIs. Fig. 5g and h present scatterplots of these associations;
statistical values are reported in rows 7 and 8 of Table 2. Steiger's Z-test
revealed a z of 2.92 (p b 0.01) and a z of 2.07 (p b 0.03) for the left and
right ROIs, respectively, indicating that in both regions CLB-P wasmore
strongly correlated with thickness than current CAPS score.
3.6. Interactions with mTBI and PTSD/mTBI comorbidity — Analysis 6
To determine whether mTBI inﬂuenced associations between CLB-P
scores and cortical thickness, we divided the lifetime PTSD group (n =
55) into two subgroups based on a history of military-related mTBI;
PTSD-only (n = 26) and comorbid PTSD/mTBI (n = 29). These groups
did not differ signiﬁcantly in current CAPS score (t(53) = 0.9512,
p > .05), CLB-P (t(53) = 1.9321, p > .05), education (t(53) = 0.0261,
Fig. 3. Surface signiﬁcance maps, all corrected for age and multiple comparisons. a) Group comparison of control subjects (n = 39) vs. PTSD subjects (n = 65), red areas show
where there is reduced cortical thickness in the PTSD group (Analysis 1). b) Current CAPS score vs. thickness in all subjects (n = 104), red areas showwhere cortical thickness is
reduced with higher CAPS score (Analysis 2). c) Current CAPS score vs. thickness in all subjects with current PTSD (n = 65), red areas show where cortical thickness is reduced
with higher CAPS score (Analysis 3). d) CLB-P vs. thickness in all subjects with lifetime history (n = 85), red areas show where cortical thickness is reduced with higher CLB-P
(Analysis 4a). e) CLB-P vs. thickness, controlling for current CAPS, in all subjects with lifetime history (n = 85), red areas show where cortical thickness is reduced with higher
CLB-P (Analysis 4b). f) CLB-P vs. thickness in all subjects with current PTSD and lifetime history (n = 55), red areas show where cortical thickness is reduced with higher CLB-P
(Analysis 5). g) CLB-P × subgroup interaction in relation to cortical thickness. Subgroups are PTSD-only (n = 26) and comorbid (n = 29). Red areas show where cortical thick-
ness is reduced with higher CLB-P in the comorbid subgroup, while higher CLB-P scores do not lead to reduced cortical thickness in the PTSD-only subgroup (Analysis 6).
606 E.R. Lindemer et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 2 (2013) 601–611p > .05), LDH (t(53) = 0.6881, p > .05), deployment length (t(53) =
0.4192, p > 0.05), or gender (C2(1, N = 55) = 2.51, p = .11). They
did, however, differ signiﬁcantly in age ((t(53) = 2.3122, p b 0.0247, co-
morbid mean = 30.25, PTSD-only mean = 35.78).
We then conducted a ﬁnal whole-brain general linear model analysis
to determine if there was an interactive effect between CLB-P and sub-
group on cortical thickness. These associations are shown in Fig. 3g. Sig-
niﬁcant regions that differed from the analysis encompassing all PTSD
subjects with lifetime data (Fig. 3f) were found in bilateral superior fron-
tal regions. We created signiﬁcance-based ROIs from these two regions,
and conducted a standard least squares regression analysis in each. Sta-
tistical values are reported in Table 3. Fig. 6 presents scatterplots for
these analyses.
4. Discussion
The current study found that twomeasures related to an individual's
total trauma load, cumulative lifetime stress and mTBI, were important
factors linked to neural integrity. First, increasing expression of current
PTSD was associated with reduced brain tissue in several cortical
regions; however, associations between stress symptoms and brain struc-
ture were more widespread across a larger number of cortical surface
vertices when considering lifetime burden of PTSD. Second, individuals
with comorbid PTSD and mTBI showed stronger associations between
stress symptoms and imaging markers of brain health compared toindividuals with PTSD only. These data demonstrate the importance of
using lifetime history in understanding the relationship between
post-traumatic stress symptoms and brain structure. Additionally, the
current ﬁndingsmay suggest thatmTBI contributes to a neural environ-
ment in which brain tissue is more susceptible to stress induced
damage, or alternatively, damages brain regions that result in greater
expression of PTSD symptoms. While this study is cross-sectional, it
provides insight into the potential longitudinal mechanisms of trauma
via the lifetime data collected with the CAPS and BAT-L. In addition, it
suggests that the presence of an mTBI may compound this effect even
further.
To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst study that attempts to model the
burden of psychological trauma across the lifespan, and to relate this
burden to cortical thickness across the entire brain. Prior exposure to
trauma is one of the highest risk factors for developing PTSD from a cur-
rent traumatic event (Breslau, 2002; Breslau and Peterson, 2010;
Brewin et al., 2000; Cougle et al., 2009), but how a lifetime load of psy-
chological trauma impacts brain structure is unknown. Duration and se-
verity of symptoms are critical if some brain structures are more
susceptible to the effects of stress than others. This idea has been impli-
cated in theories of allostatic load, in which an accumulation of stress
throughout the lifetimehas shown tohave detrimental physiological ef-
fects (McEwen and Seeman, 1999), and biologicalmeasures of allostatic
loadhave been discovered to behigher in individualswith PTSD (Glover
et al., 2006). Prior studies have found decreased hippocampal volume
Fig. 4. Comparison of mean thickness in the left insular ROI and the right postcentral ROI taken from the control vs. PTSD signiﬁcance map (Analysis 1). (a−b) Raw thickness values,
(c–d) Age-adjusted thickness values. SEM bars shown.
607E.R. Lindemer et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 2 (2013) 601–611with chronic combat-related PTSD (Apfel et al., 2011; Gurvits et al.,
1996), but lifetime PTSD was deﬁned categorically, which does not
take into account the potentially additive effect. In the current study,
we attempted to address these issues by quantifying the Cumulative
Lifetime Burden of psychological trauma with the CLB-P, and using
whole-brain cortical thickness approaches to investigate how multiple
psychological traumas impact brain structure.
4.1. Patterns of cortical thickness in relation to current CAPS score
Higher current CAPS scores were associated with areas of reduced
cortical thicknessmainly in the postcentral gyri, insula, precuneus, fusi-
form, and entorhinal cortices. A common ﬁnding in structural PTSD
studies is reductions in amygdala volume (Karl et al., 2006). While we
did not examine the volumes of subcortical structures, the fusiform
and entorhinal cortices are components of the paralimbic system andTable 2
Statistics for simple regressions run on the 8 ROIs depicted in Fig. 5. Rows 1 and 2: ROIs ext
umns show regression analysis statistics from the whole sample (n = 104) and second two
from CAPS vs. thickness in all subjects with current PTSD (n = 65). First two columns show
statistics from individuals in the lifetime subgroup who also have current PTSD (n = 55). Ro
ROIs from CLB-P vs. thickness in subjects with current PTSD (n = 55). Reported F values a
ROI CAPS R2
LH middle postcentral (Analysis 2) 0.0699
RH ventral postcentral (Analysis 2) 0.0886
LH middle precentral/postcentral (Analysis 3) 0.1405
RH dorsal precentral/superior frontal (Analysis 3) 0.1307
LH insula (Analysis 4a) 0.0212⁎⁎
RH dorsal postcentral (Analysis 4a) 0.0729
LH insula/pars triangularis/lateral orbitofrontal (Analysis 5) 0.0082⁎⁎
RH precentral/middle frontal (Analysis 5) 0.0409⁎⁎
⁎⁎ Correlation values were signiﬁcantly different between CAPS and CLB-P as tested by Sthave strong connections with the amygdala (Gschwind et al., 2012;
Kerr et al., 2007; Shi and Cassell, 1999). It is possible that these volumet-
ric and thickness reductions go hand-in-hand in the context of PTSD,
and future work will include examining the integrity of the white mat-
ter connections between these structures. Several functional neuroim-
aging studies have showed reduced activity in the precuneus with
PTSD (Bluhm et al., 2009; Geuze et al., 2008a; Hayes et al., 2011). The
precuneus is part of the resting-state default mode network (DMN)
(Raichle et al., 2001), and there is mounting evidence that this network
may be disrupted in both PTSD andmTBI (Daniels et al., 2010; Lanius et
al., 2010; Mayer et al., 2011; Sripada et al., 2012a; Zhou et al., 2012).
These existing studies suggest that reduced resting state connectivity
between the precuneus and the anterior cingulate cortex and the right
amygdala is related to PTSD severity, and can also predict future symp-
tom severity. In the context of mTBI, the aforementioned studies have
demonstrated decreased functional connectivity within the DMN itself,racted from the CAPS vs. thickness analysis in the full sample (n = 104). First two col-
columns show statistics from lifetime subgroup (n = 85). Rows 3 and 4: ROIs extracted
statistics from all subjects with current PTSD (n = 65) and second two columns show
ws 5 and 6: ROIs from CLB-P vs. thickness in lifetime subgroup (n = 85). Rows 6 and 7:
re Fischer's statistics and R2 values are coefﬁcients of determination.
CAPS F CLB-P R2 CLB-P F
7.6756 0.0183 1.5492
9.9114 0.1081 10.0646
10.2952 0.0807 4.6497
9.4687 0.1169 7.0159
2.2062 0.1488⁎⁎ 14.5092
8.0300 0.1612 15.9505
0.5201 0.2897⁎⁎ 21.6122
2.6834 0.2696⁎⁎ 19.5652
eiger's Z-test at p b 0.05.
Fig. 5. (a–b): Thickness values of ROIs created from all subjects vs. current CAPS score (Analysis 2). (c–d): Thickness values of ROIs created from PTSD subjects vs. current CAPS score
(Analysis 3). (e–f): Thickness values of ROIs created from all subjects vs. CLB-P (Analysis 4). (g–h): Thickness values of ROIs created from PTSD subjects vs. CLB-P score (Analysis 5).
In all ﬁgures, thickness values are plotted against current CAPS score (black, left-hand y-axis) and also against CLB-P (gray, right-hand y-axis).
Fig. 6. Thickness values of comorbid (gray) subjects and PTSD-only (black) subjects
against CLB-P in the 2 superior frontal ROIs from Analysis 6.
608 E.R. Lindemer et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 2 (2013) 601–611but hyper-connectivity between the DMN and prefrontal regions. Other
studies have demonstrated reduced volume of the precuneus in com-
bined PTSD and depression (Kroes et al., 2011). Taken together with
ourﬁndings of reduced cortical thickness, these additional ﬁndings sug-
gest that the precuneus may be particularly vulnerable with worsening
symptoms of PTSD as well as with exposure to mTBI.
Diffuse regions of the parietal lobes, namely the postcentral gyri,
have also exhibited reduced cortical thickness in subjects with
PTSD, similar to our ﬁndings with both current CAPS score and
CLB-P. Speciﬁcally, a study by Liu et al. used a whole-brain analysis
technique and found reductions in cortical thickness in the left parie-
tal lobe, overlapping with left postcentral gyrus (Liu et al., 2012). Our
results, however, are in contrast with other studies that have found
reduced volume in additional brain regions. Anterior cingulate cortex
(ACC) volume reduction is a commonly reported ﬁnding (Kasai et al.,
2008; Woodward et al., 2006), but did not emerge as signiﬁcant in
any of our cortical thickness analyses. The ﬁrst of these studies dif-
fered from ours in that they measured changes in gray matter volume
of the isolated ACC, rather than examining changes throughout the
entire brain. Examining only a speciﬁc ROI can produce very different
results from exploratory brain-wide analyses. The second study used
voxel-based morphometry to examine gray matter density differ-
ences in the ACC in combat-exposed twins with and without PTSD,
Table 3
Statistics for standard least squares regressions run with interactions between CLB-P and subgroup for the bilateral superior frontal ROIs depicted in Fig. 3f. Reported F values are
Fischer's statistics and R2 values are coefﬁcients of determination.
Group CLB-P Group × CLB-P R2 F
LH superior frontal B 0.0056 −0.8445e−4⁎⁎ 0.54e−4⁎⁎ 0.3101 7.6446⁎⁎
SE 0.0138 0.1931e−4 0.1931e−4
RH superior frontal B 0.0081 −0.7228e−4⁎⁎ −0.5916e−4⁎⁎ 0.281 6.6453⁎⁎
SE 0.0136 0.19e−4 0.19e−4
B values are beta weights and SE values are standard errors of the mean.
⁎⁎ p b 0.01
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vestigate cortical thickness differences, and their sample size was
also only one-ﬁfth of the size of ours. Additionally, our post-hoc
ROI-based analyses in regions that are commonly implicated in
PTSD did not reveal signiﬁcant differences. The presence of these dis-
crepancies may thus suggest the inﬂuence of other factors, such as
difference in the speciﬁc demographics of the samples, speciﬁc trau-
matic events and timelines, etc.
4.2. Patterns of cortical thickness in relation to CLB-P
We found additional regions of signiﬁcantly reduced cortical thick-
ness when modeling the severity of PTSD across the lifetime, including
frontal, temporal, occipital, and insular regions, all of which have been
associated with current PTSD (Ahmed et al., 2012; Geuze et al., 2008b;
Woodward et al., 2009). The appearance of the occipital cortex in
theseﬁndings is noteworthy, as it did not appear in our analyses involv-
ing current PTSD, but these regions have previously been suggested to
show reductions in gray matter density and functional connectivity
with PTSD (Tavanti et al., 2012; Whalley et al., 2013; Zhang et al.,
2011). Many of these have suggested a relationship between lateral oc-
cipital cortex differences and the experiencing of ﬂashbacks of traumat-
ic events. In one speciﬁc study, Chao et al. found that individuals with
PTSD had lower gray matter density in the lateral occipital cortex, and
also that the hemodynamic response in this region to novel, aversive vi-
sual stimuli was correlatedwithmeasures of intrusion symptoms (Chao
et al., 2012).
Taken together, previous studies and our ﬁndings with CLB-P imply
that the longer an individual lives with a trauma-related psychological
burden, the greater the observed reduction in thickness will be. Inter-
estingly, when we looked at the relationship between CLB-P and thick-
ness while controlling for current CAPS score in Analysis 4b, the effects
appeared stronger and more widespread. We attribute this to the idea
CAPS and CLB-P may provide metrics of psychological trauma with dif-
ferent properties, and the fact that a stronger association presents with
CLB-P after controlling for CAPS suggests that the two are not simply
correlatedmeasureswith different noise. Additionally, when our analy-
ses focused solely on subjects with a current and lifetime PTSD diagno-
sis (Analysis 5), the strength of these relationships was enhanced. Thus,
while low CLB-P scores are sufﬁcient to show a relationship with corti-
cal thickness, a current PTSD diagnosis is necessary for the full measure
of effects to be seen.
Several other studies have used existing lifetime trauma question-
naires to study brain structure, and have found inverse correlations be-
tween brain structure integrity and lifetime or childhood trauma load.
One existing study used the TAQ (Nardo et al., 2010) to deﬁne individ-
uals categorically based on their self-reported resilience scores to
traumas throughout their lifetimes, and did not examine scores on a con-
tinuous scale. They found that individuals with current PTSD as well as
high lifetime scores for trauma and neglect exhibited lower gray matter
densities in the left posterior cingulate and hippocampal gyri; areas that
we found signiﬁcant after examining cortical thickness in the context of
CLB-P. These regions comprise part of the limbic system, which is in-
volved in emotional processing and memory-formation, two cognitive
domains that are frequently disrupted with PTSD (Buckley et al., 2000;Kashdan et al., 2010). A second study found an inverse relationship
with CAPS score and insular volume using the THQ to quantify a child-
hood trauma load, aswell as CAPS score for the previousmonth to deter-
mine a current trauma load, but did not examine a point in time
immediately following a trauma during adulthood (Herringa et al.,
2012). As demonstrated in Table 1 of our Supplementary materials, the
left insula is the only structure that repeatedly showed reduced thickness
through all seven of our analyses. The robustness of both the right and
left hemisphere ﬁndings in the insula indicate that this structure may
be important in both the development of PTSD after traumatic events,
and also to the maintenance of PTSD symptoms over time. Furthermore,
recent work has shown that there is altered functional connectivity be-
tween the amygdala, hippocampus, and insula in male combat veterans
with PTSD (Sripada et al., 2012b), tying many previous structural ﬁnd-
ings to our own.
A limitation of the CLB-Pmeasure is that an individual's age is in part
a determinant of its calculation. Due to this, age was not corrected for in
our CLB-P analyses. To address the issue of age with CLB-P, we
conducted two separate post-hoc analyses. In theﬁrst post-hoc analysis,
we created two groups using a median split on age, and ran the same
CLB-P analysis in each group. The effect of CLB-P on cortical thickness
did not differ signiﬁcantly in either age group (see Supplementary
material; Fig. 2). In the second post-hoc analysis, we created two
groups using a median split on CLB-P, and then age-matched the two
groups. We conducted a group-difference GLM analysis and found
that the HIGH-CLB-P group had thinner cortex than the LOW-CLB-P
group in the same regions thatwe identiﬁed in Analysis 4a (see Supple-
mentary material; Fig. 3).
4.3. Patterns of cortical thickness with co-morbid mTBI
We found potentially interactive effects of CLB-P and comorbid
mTBI on cortical thickness. Prior studies have suggested that cortical
changes in conjunction with mTBI are either too miniscule to detect
with current imaging techniques, or do not even exist at all (Mac
Donald et al., 2011; Shenton et al., 2012). Although our secondary
analyses examining mTBI subgroups did not reveal signiﬁcant differ-
ences in those with compared to without mTBI in our eight main
ROIs, our analyses within the bilateral superior frontal regions indi-
cate an interaction that physical and psychological trauma may have
on cortical thickness. In these instances, participants with comorbid
mTBI and current PTSD showed a decrease in thickness with higher
CLB-P, while subjects without mTBI retained a constant thickness
level regardless of score. Our results are suggestive of an additive ef-
fect of CLB-P and mTBI exposure on cortical thickness reduction, but
more data is needed to determine whether these differences are re-
gionally speciﬁc or more global.
A recent literature review examined the convergence of PTSD and
mTBI in both neuropsychological and neuroanatomical domains that
may shed some light on our current ﬁndings (Stein and McAllister,
2009). They suggest that the orbitofrontal and lateral prefrontal cortices
are the two regions that show the most overlap in vulnerability to both
PTSD and mTBI. These regions also demonstrated reduced cortical
thickness in our Analyses 4–6, all of which included individuals who
had both comorbid mTBI and PTSD, as well as a lifetime history of
610 E.R. Lindemer et al. / NeuroImage: Clinical 2 (2013) 601–611psychological trauma. Future work will include investigation of deep
white matter integrity underlying and connecting these structures, as
well as analysis of neuropsychological correlates obtained during neu-
ropsychological testing.
In summary, we present novel results on the nature of PTSD and
mTBI in the context of cortical thickness, as well as novel methods
of quantifying PTSD burden across and individual's lifetime. Multiple
psychological trauma exposures seem to have a cumulative effect on
the human cortex, and they also appear to interact with a history of
mTBI. Our results demonstrate the necessity of taking trauma across
the lifespan into account, rather than only looking at a single snap-
shot of current PTSD symptoms.
4.4. Limitations
The study of veteran populations is greatly limited by challenges due
to the heterogeneity of the population and the various medical and
other comorbidities that are commonly found in this population. The
cortical thickness ﬁndings presented in the current study are divergent
from many studies in the existing literature, and may in part be due to
the nature of our veteran cohort. Participants are recruited through vet-
erans outreach events by a full-time recruiter, and are not necessarily
treatment-seeking. This is important to note because many existing
studies recruit participants from trauma treatment clinics, and this
may therefore add a dimension of variance to our cohort. Additionally,
the nature of injuries and exposures in this population is varied, as
well as the time elapsed since the injuries were sustained. Thus, even
with the large sample presented here, it is therefore still possible that
the results presented are speciﬁc to this cohort and not generalizable
to a broader population. We feel that our matching on several of the
most prominent features of the veteran population provides conﬁdence
that will be validated in ongoing work. Finally, our new technique of
modeling CLB-P has not yet been implemented in other studies, and
this also raises the question as to whether our results will generalize
across other populations or future subjects within our own cohort.
There is no normative data available for the CLB-P, and ﬁndings based
on this tool should be considered preliminary and require further sup-
port from psychometric studies. Additionally, our calculation of CLB-P
as based on retrospective CAPS scores may produce varying degrees of
measurement error. Work is ongoing in our laboratory to clarify these
issues, including longitudinal research.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nicl.2013.04.009.
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